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Memorandum 2016-37
Relationship Between Mediation Confidentiality and Attorney Malpractice
and Other Misconduct: Possible Questions for the State Bar
When the Commission met in June, questions came up regarding the
availability of data from the State Bar that would be relevant to this study. The
Commission considered the possibility of requesting that a State Bar
representative attend and participate in its upcoming July meeting. Instead of
making such a request, the Commission directed the staff to “prepare a
memorandum on possible questions to ask a State Bar representative.”1 This
memorandum responds to that request.
The following materials are attached for convenient reference:
•
•
•
•
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Before discussing possible questions for a State Bar representative, it is important
to recount the history of efforts to obtain relevant data from the State Bar.
PREVIOUS EFFORTS TO OBTAIN RELEVANT DATA FROM THE STATE BAR
In 2015, the staff prepared a memorandum on empirical data relevant to this
study.2 In preparing that memorandum, the staff sought information from the
State Bar on the magnitude and nature of mediation misconduct in California
(particularly attorney malpractice and other attorney misconduct).3
1. Draft Minutes (June 2016), p. 6.
Any California Law Revision Commission document referred to in this memorandum can be
obtained from the Commission. Recent materials can be downloaded from the Commission’s
website (www.clrc.ca.gov). Other materials can be obtained by contacting the Commission’s staff,
through the website or otherwise.
The Commission welcomes written comments at any time during its study process. Any
comments received will be a part of the public record and may be considered at a public meeting.
However, comments that are received less than five business days prior to a Commission
meeting may be presented without staff analysis.
2. See Memorandum 2015-5.
3. See id. at 37.
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In response, Saul Bercovitch (Legislative Counsel, State Bar of California)
reported that
the State Bar has no empirical data concerning the relationship
between mediation confidentiality and 1) attorney malpractice or
other misconduct that could form the basis of civil liability; or 2)
attorney misconduct that could form the basis of State Bar
disciplinary action. We do not have data on the number or
frequency of complaints about attorney misconduct in California
mediations, or a subset of California mediations, or the nature of
any such complaints. When the State Bar receives a complaint
about alleged attorney misconduct, there are certain allegations
that are coded, but we do not have a code for allegations involving
alleged misconduct in the course of a mediation.4
Soon afterwards, the Commission raised questions about how mediation
communications are handled in a State Bar disciplinary proceeding:
•

Does the State Bar exclude evidence or restrict discovery in its
disciplinary proceedings due to the mediation confidentiality
statutes?
Does it instead decline to apply the mediation confidentiality
statutes, because those statutes are inapplicable to a criminal case,
and a State Bar proceeding is a quasi-criminal matter?
Does the State Bar take some other position on this point?5

•

•

The staff passed those questions along to Mr. Bercovitch, who alerted the staff to
the existence of a pending disciplinary proceeding that briefly addressed
mediation confidentiality issues.6
In May of this year, mediator Ron Kelly sent a letter to Mr. Bercovitch
respectfully requesting “access to the data existing in the State Bar’s database
evidencing how many complaints found valid by a State Bar investigator in the
past five years, 2011 through 2015, involved clients complaining about their
lawyers’ misconduct during a mediation.”7 More specifically, Mr. Kelly asked the
State Bar to:
1)

4.
5.
6.
7.

perform a routine keyword search of the electronic records of all
complaints found valid by a State Bar investigator in the past five
years, 2011 through 2015, identifying those complaint files
containing the word “mediation”,

Id. at Exhibit p. 1 (emphasis added).
Memorandum 2015-22, p. 47 (footnotes omitted).
See id. at pp. 47-48; see also First Supplement to Memorandum 2015-22, pp. 3-4.
Exhibit p. 1.
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2)
3)

review those complaints to determine how many involved a client
alleging misconduct by their lawyer during a mediation, and
either
a) provide the anonymized statistical information, or
b) provide copies of those files in which it was determined that
reasonable cause existed to file discipline charges, redacted to
eliminate any information which would violate privacy or
confidentiality.8

Mr. Kelly further asked “whether there exists within the State Bar disciplinary
system a written policy which prohibits receiving or recording information about
allegations of lawyer misconduct in mediation.”9
The State Bar replied that “there does not exist within the State Bar
disciplinary system a written policy that prohibits receiving or recording
information about allegations of lawyer misconduct in mediation.”10 In a
separate letter, the State Bar also provided a description of its disciplinary
process, and then said that a search of NDCs (Notices of Disciplinary Charges)
and stipulations in its disciplinary cases would not result in reliable data. It
explained:
Based on your request for a search of electronic records of all
“complaints found valid by a State Bar investigator,” this response
is based upon NDCs and stipulations. As you note in your May 19
letter, California Law Revision Commission (CLRC) staff sought
“reliable” data in connection with its Study K-402 to establish the
frequency of lawyer misconduct in California mediations. We agree
that this is a very important study, and are well aware of the
significant amount of time and resources invested to date. We have,
however, concluded that a search of NDCs and stipulations, even if
feasible, would not result in reliable data.
NDCs are pled generally. We attach the NDC that was filed in
In re Bolanos, Case No. 12-O-12167, along with the Opinion of the
Review Department in that same case. This case was discussed in
prior CLRC memoranda, prepared in connection with the current
study. We know that it involved conduct during a mediation, and a
mediation confidentiality issue, as discussed in the Opinion.
Nevertheless, the NDC does not contain the word “mediation,”
given the manner in which NDCs are pled. Based on this example
alone, we believe a search of NDCs would not result in “reliable”
data to establish the frequency of lawyer misconduct in California
mediations. Although stipulations contain a statement of facts and
8. Exhibit p. 2.
9. Id.
10. Exhibit p. 3.
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conclusions of law, the level of detail varies greatly, and they too
are unlikely to result in reliable data.11
The State Bar further advised that Mr. Kelly’s requested search would be
unduly burdensome:
You appear to assume the State Bar has an electronic database
of complaints against lawyers and that a “routine keyword search”
can be performed within that database. That is not the case. There
are a number of obstacles to searching NDCs. NDCs are not all
saved in a central database, folder, or file. We would need to
individually locate each NDC. Moreover, NDCs are saved as
scanned PDF files, which are final filed versions that include
signatures. In order to do a word search of a scanned PDF, we
would need to open each PDF, convert the document using optical
character recognition, and then conduct a word search. Stipulations
are also saved as scanned PDF files, so we would need to do the
same in order to do a word search of stipulations. The State Bar’s
Annual Discipline Report for 2015 shows that, for 2012-2015, 3,096
NDCs were filed and 1,016 stipulations to facts and discipline were
filed.12
The State Bar thus concluded that the burden imposed by Mr. Kelly’s request
“would clearly outweigh any benefit because … the search would not result in
reliable data in any event.”13 It did, however, offer to make the NDCs and
stipulations available for inspection and copying.14
POSSIBLE QUESTIONS FOR THE STATE BAR
After receiving the State Bar’s response to his data request, Mr. Kelly sent us a
letter in which he suggested two follow-up questions that the Commission could
ask the State Bar:
1.
2.

What State Bar complaint records, if any, do exist in a form that can
feasibly be searched for the keyword “mediation”?
If any such records do exist, what would it take for the State Bar to
be willing to perform this search and use the results to identify any
cases in which the word “mediation” appears and which did then
proceed to a stage where a Notice of Disciplinary Charges or a
stipulation of facts and discipline was created?15

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Exhibit p. 5.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Exhibit p. 37 (emphasis in original).
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Those are intriguing questions and worth considering. The staff is concerned,
however, that any data obtained through such efforts could seriously underestimate
the extent of mediation-related attorney misconduct.
In particular, because California’s mediation confidentiality statute seems to
preclude use of mediation communications in a disciplinary proceeding, there
may be little incentive for a mediation participant to report an attorney’s
mediation-related misconduct to the State Bar. The effort might appear futile,
because the mediation confidentiality statute would prevent proof of the
misconduct. In addition, a mediation participant might have trepidations about
reporting what occurred in a mediation, because that is supposed to “remain
confidential.”16
Thus, as long as the mediation confidentiality statute stays as is, it may not
make sense to devote much more effort to attempting to obtain data from the
State Bar about the frequency of mediation-related disciplinary proceedings.
Comments on this point would be helpful.
In making this point, the staff considers it important to emphasize two related
matters. First, the type of State Bar data Mr. Kelly requested is not the only type of
data that might reflect on how often attorneys engage in mediation misconduct.
•

•

On the one hand, for example, Memorandum 2015-5 describes a
number of studies reporting high satisfaction rates for courtconnected mediations in California.17 As noted in that
memorandum, “[t]he popularity of California’s court-connected
mediation programs and high levels of satisfaction with those
programs tend to suggest that misconduct during such mediations
is not frequent.”18
On the other hand, no such data is available for private
mediations. Moreover, various specific incidents of alleged
mediation misconduct (in court-connected and private mediations)
have come to the Commission’s attention in the course of this
study. It is not clear how many of those allegations have merit, but
commonsense suggests that at least some of them do.

The staff previously noted that the limited data available tends to suggest that
mediation misconduct “is relatively infrequent, but allegations of such
misconduct do occur occasionally and at least a few of those allegations appear

16. Evid. Code § 1119(c).
17. Memorandum 2015-5, pp. 32-36; see also Memorandum 2015-6.
18. Memorandum 2015-5, p. 36.
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to have some merit.”19 We would much appreciate input on whether there is
any additional data that might bear on the validity of this conclusion.
Second, in drafting its tentative recommendation in this study, the
Commission should consider whether the proposed law should require the State
Bar to collect certain data upon enactment of the new mediation confidentiality
exception under discussion. For instance, the Commission could propose that
upon the operative date of the proposed new exception, the State Bar must begin
collecting data on instances of alleged mediation-related attorney misconduct
and the fate of those allegations. The Commission could further propose that the
State Bar must present that data (perhaps in anonymized format) by a particular
date, for further evaluation by the Legislature or other entity.
Does the Commission have any interest in this concept? If so, then it will
have to think carefully about the best way to implement it. That might be a good
topic to address with a State Bar representative.
Commissioners and other interested persons should also consider whether it
would be useful to seek the State Bar’s input on any other aspects of this study.
Suggestions about this would be helpful.
Respectfully submitted,
Barbara Gaal
Chief Deputy Counsel

19. Memorandum 2015-5, p. 47 (emphasis in original).
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Mr. Saul D. Bercovitch, Legislative Counsel
State Bar Office of Governmental Affairs
180 Howard Street
San Francisco, CA 94105-1639

May 19, 2016

Re: Request for Information Relating to Allegations of Lawyer Misconduct in Mediation
California Law Revision Commission Study K-402
Via Email and Certified Mail
Dear Mr. Bercovitch,
I hereby respectfully request, under the common law right of public access cited in the Sander decision,
access to the data existing in the State Bar's database evidencing how many complaints found valid by a
State Bar investigator in the past five years, 2011 through 2015, involved clients complaining about their
lawyers' misconduct during a mediation.
The California Supreme Court's 2013 decision in Sander v. State Bar of California states in relevant part
"under the common law right of public access, [when] there is a sufficient public interest in the information
contained in [its]...database...the State Bar is required to provide access to it if the information can be
provided in a form that protects the privacy of [individuals] and no countervailing interest outweighs the
public's interest in disclosure."
There is a sufficient public interest in the information for the following reasons.
1. In 2012, the Legislature directed the California Law Revision Commission to conduct its current
Study K-402, and to determine if the public interest would be served by removing some of the current
protections for confidentiality of mediation communications when there is an allegation of lawyer
misconduct. Commission staff has sought – but has has not been able to identify and obtain – reliable
data to establish the frequency of lawyer misconduct in California mediations. Among other sources,
Commission staff requested data last year from the State Bar. Staff was advised that "the State Bar
has no empirical data concerning the relationship between mediation confidentiality and...attorney
malpractice or other misconduct...[because] we do not have a code for allegations involving alleged
misconduct in the course of a mediation."(CLRC Staff Memorandum 2015-5 page Ex 1)
2. In the course of this study the State has already invested very significant resources to enable
Commission staff to research and prepare more than fifty in-depth memoranda, and to receive, study,
and summarize many hundreds of public comments. Hundreds of interested and affected organizations
and members of the public have already invested the time to read, analyze, and comment on various
proposals. Many have taken extensive time away from work to appear at Commission meetings.
3. Those opposed to weakening our existing protections assert that over the past thirty years
hundreds of thousands and probably millions of Californians have gained the benefits of our current
predictable mediation confidentiality. They argue that the Commission's current proposal would
remove that public benefit, mostly making it easier for just a few clients to sue their attorneys for alleged
malpractice. Opposition statements have been submitted by the State of California's own Mediation
and Conciliation Service, the California Judges Association, the California Dispute Resolution Council,
the Southern California Mediation Association, the Association for Dispute Resolution of Northern
California, the Contra Costa and Marin County Bar Associations, Community Boards of San Francisco,
and by hundreds of individual mediators from all sectors of practice ranging from the immediate past
president of JAMS to former family law bench officers. (Available in "Public Comments" memos at
<http://www.clrc.ca.gov/K402.html>)
4. Commission staff particularly summarizes the opposition from the California Judges Association as
follows - "CJA says that private mediation 'lessens the burdens of the terribly underfunded civil trial
courtrooms, civil trial judges and staff by resolving cases with no economic cost to the court or the justice
system'" and "CJA is convinced that mediation confidentiality 'is simply too valuable to the civil court
system in our state as a matter of public (and effective) policy to sacrifice …'" (CLRC Staff
Memorandum 2016-19, pages 2-3)
5. Preliminary sampling strongly suggests the problem does not occur frequently enough to justify the
impacts of the proposed change. An informal email poll was sent to all State Bar investigators and
EX 1

prosecutors in 2014 by the Office of the Chief Trial Counsel. Responses identified only four or five
cases where our current mediation confidentiality protections had posed a significant problem for them
during the previous year. A recent search for the keyword "mediation" of all published State Bar Court
appellate level decisions for the period 11/19/2010 through 5/19/15 (in the Review Department
Opinions published online) identified only four cases containing this term. These were Southwick 11-O11334,Guzman 11-O-17734, Leonard 09-O-11175, and Weiss 09-O-10499. None of these
referenced allegations of misconduct by lawyers in mediation. Law Revision Commission staff
reviewed the results of a Judicial Council study of numerous court mediation programs around the state,
and found the "result tends to suggest that there was little or no professional misconduct." (CLRC Staff
Memorandum 2015-6 page 13)
6. Given the amount of time and resources already expended and yet to be expended by
government staff and affected parties, and given the CJA's predictions of a significant increase in cost
to the public court system if the Commission continues in its current direction and the Legislature adopts
its recommendations, there is a sufficient public interest in obtaining any reliable evidence which would
help establish the actual frequency of lawyer misconduct in California mediations.
The State Bar has the means to help establish whether there is in fact a need for the proposed change
using its existing database of complaints against lawyers. Over the most recent five year period for which
records are available, the State Bar reported that it received 68,646 complaints against lawyers (page
13, State Bar Annual Discipline Report dated April 30, 2015, and page 9, Report dated April 29, 2016).
Unless these complaint records have been destroyed, or are kept only as handwritten notes, the data
does exist in the State Bar's computer system evidencing how many complaints found valid by a State
Bar investigator in this five year period involved clients complaining about their lawyers' mediation
conduct.
I hereby respectfully request that the State Bar
1) perform a routine keyword search of the electronic records of all complaints found valid by a State
Bar investigator in the past five years, 2011 through 2015, identifying those complaint files containing
the word "mediation",
2) review those complaints to determine how many involved a client alleging misconduct by their
lawyer during a mediation, and
3) either
a) provide the anonymized statistical information, or
b) provide copies of those files in which it was determined that reasonable cause existed to file
discipline charges, redacted to eliminate any information which would violate privacy or confidentiality.
If a countervailing interest exists which clearly outweighs the public's interest in disclosure identified above,
I respectfully request you clearly identify this interest.
I respectfully request that you advise me of whether there exists within the State Bar disciplinary system a
written policy which prohibits receiving or recording information about allegations of lawyer misconduct in
mediation. If so, I respectfully request you provide a copy of this policy, including the year it went into
effect.
Thank you in advance for your courtesy and cooperation in this effort. I believe your timely response will
greatly benefit the public interest.
Yours,
Ron Kelly
2731 Webster St.
Berkeley CA 94705
cc by email only:
Ms. Jayne Kim, Chief Trial Counsel, State Bar of California
Ms. Barbara S. Gaal, Chief Deputy Counsel, California Law Revision Commission
Hon. David W. Long (Ret.), Executive Board Member, California Judges Association
Ms. Heather S. Anderson, Supervising Attorney, Judicial Council of California
Mr. John S. Warnlof, President, California Dispute Resolution Council
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EMAIL FROM RON KELLY (6/21/16)
Ms. Barbara Gaal
Chief Deputy Counsel
California Law Revision Commission
Re: Study K-402 — Possible Questions for the State Bar
Dear Ms. Gaal,
You asked that I keep you informed of the State Bar’s response to my May 19, 2016
request for information on how many complaints they have received in the past five years
involving allegations of lawyer misconduct in mediation.
Attached is the State Bar’s latest response to that request.
It states that it would not be feasible to perform a keyword search of their Notices of
Disciplinary Charges, or of their stipulations of facts and discipline. It states that even if
it were feasible, this would not result in reliable data for the reasons stated, and therefore
the request is denied. The letter does offer to make available for inspection the
approximately three thousand Notices and one thousand stipulations for the period 20122015.
The Commission’s July 22, 2016 Agenda indicates that you are preparing for that
meeting a memo entitled “Possible Questions for the State Bar”. Two relevant questions
would apparently be:
1. What State Bar complaint records, if any, do exist in a form that can feasibly be
searched for the keyword “mediation”?
2. If any such records do exist, what would it take for the State Bar to be willing
to perform this search and use the results to identify any cases in which the word
“mediation” appears and which did then proceed to a stage where a Notice of
Disciplinary Charges or a stipulation of facts and discipline was created?
Respectfully submitted,
Ron Kelly
2731 Webster St.
Berkeley, CA 94705
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